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"IJn santo da leggere: Francesco d'Assisi nel percorso delle fonti
agiografiche,"

Francesco d,'Assisi e il priru.o secoh di storia francescana (Torino,:Einmdi,l997),
7 t-tt6

Translated by Edward Hagman, O.F.M. Cap.

T Tippolyte Delehaye defines hagiography in the strict sense as a

H "religious document" whose purpose is "spiritual edification." It is
I I"inspired by the cult of a saint and designed to promote it"
(Delehaye 1910, p. 2).'The definition is broad and narrow enough at the
same time. It is broad because it allows us to consider iconographic sources
under the same heading as literary sources, since both contribute to the cult
of a saint. (Seeing that Franciscan iconography is discussed elsewhere, we
will limit our discussion here to the literary sources.) It is narrow since it
serves to define the boundary between a strictly hagiographic source and
other kinds of sources (such as chronicles) whose main purposes are
different, even though they may contain elements of the hagiographic
mentality. Therefore we will deal with those works written after the fficial
proclamatioru of Francis's sainthood and the dt thnt followed, which were
designed to tell his story as a saint. We will dwell on the main works and
limit ourselves more or less to the thirteenth century. We will find a rather
large hagiographic clrpas, the same one that from a philological standpoint is

I am indebted to Giovanni Miccoli and Anilio Bartoli Langeli for their
careful reading and valuable suggestions. These pages are dedicated to Donatella
Izzo.
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the subject of the so-called Franciscan Question (also discussed elsewhere).
It was produced in a relatively short period of time and contains a great
variety of literary genres. The fact that these three macroscopic features
occur simultaneously is in itself a new element. We will have occasion to
point out others as we go along.

General Featares of a Hagiograpbic Ten
Because of its purpose, which is to present a model of holiness,

hagiography tends to be the same. It reproduces earlier models, behind or
through which can be seen Christ, the model par excellence. This peculiar
feature has fed a certain mistrust and continues to do so. Can hagiographic
sources be used for the historical reconstruction of a person? After all, the
hagiographer has supposedly eliminated all individual traits and actions rhat
are not "edifiring." At most, one could reconstruct the history of the
evolution of the models, not of the actual persons who were the reason for
their construction. The problem is not unique to the Franciscan sources, but
general, as shown by the work of Nino Tamassia (1906) and Ernest Charles
Babut (1912) at the beginning of the twentieth century. Tamassia
maintained that Francis's first biographer, Thomas of Celano, plagiarized
earlier monastic models; Babut maintained that the Life of Martin of Tours,
written by Sulpicius Severus in the fourth cenrury at the beginning of
westem hagiography, was a bad copy of the Latin translation of the Life of
Anthony the Abbot and the apocryphal Axs of the apostles. The words of
the two scholars agreed, and the reactions they provoked were identical,
proof that the knotty problem was how to approach the hagiographic
sources.

Truth, for the hagiographer, is not the same as our modern concept
but rather a recognition that the divine project has been realized in the
saint's life. What guarantees the truth of the fact narrated is the repetition of
the actions, words and circumstances codified by tradition. It is what
Thomas of Celano means when, in the account of the water miraculously
brought forth by Francis to satisfi, a peasant's thirst, he concludes by
exclaiming: "If one is joined to Christ by a gift of special grace, is it not
wonderful that he, like other saints, should do similar things" (lC 46).
Obviously, he was thinking of similar gestures by Moses or St. Benedict. By
his concern to justifu the fact, Thomas shows that he was aware of the
problem. It should also be remembered that the earlier models not only
influenced later hagiographers, but by using the same mental categories they
also helped to form generations of readers and hearers. In particular, they
offered concrete and practical guidelines for those aspiring to holiness. For
example, the Franciscan sources (AP 39b; cfr. L3C 59) permit us to think
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that reading the Liaes of the Fathers gradually provided norrns of behavior for
a fraternity that, in the beginning, acted in a "lay" manner (Devos 1985, p.
240). In other words, it offered Francis and his brothers the appealing
example of the desert monks.

Stylistically speaking, the tendenry of hagiography to be the same is

expressed in its abundant use of intertextuality. We recognize a scriptural
intertetctuelity that echoes or quotes passages from the Old and New
Testaments to describe the saint's life; a remote genre intertextuality that luses

stylistic features established over time in hagiographic literature (for
example, the formula "noble by birth, but nobler in virtue"); ar,d a proxin ate

genre intertextuality that uses the hagiographer's knowledge of earlier works
about the same saint. All this constitutes a true language, and we must
recognize its expressive uniqueness. If we are to identi$z the true historical
changes beneath this literary patina, it will be important to see how the
hagiographer uses the traditional manuscripts to describe a specific historical
situation. For example, the stylistic feature nudus nudarn Cbristum sequi

("naked, to follow the naked Christ") goes back to Jerome (4" century) and

recurs in all early medieval hagiography. But the expression is used more
frequently in the twelfth century, which indicates a new spiritual climate
that was awaiting the offer of an apostolic-pauperist spirituality (Gr6goire
1972, p.395).

Therefore, the historical use of hagiographic literature is legitimate.
An additional consideration confirms this. If it is true that hagiography's
purpose largely determines its forms of expression, it is also true that the
same mentality, the same organization of knowledge, links it to the other
literature of its time. The historiography of late antiquity and the early
Middle Ages is linked to hagiography, rnutatatis matandis, by its view of
providence and its universal outlook. The same set of attitudes can be found
in both cases. Consequendy a different response, a greater mistrust of
hagiographic sources on the part of historical criticism, cannot be

theoretically justified.

So far we have spoken of an objection that can be raised against all
hagiography. Now let us move on to a particular concern that flows from
the special nature of the Franciscan hagiographic cnrpus. Since this corpzs

grew up in relation to the Order of Friars Minor and its need for self-
understanding, the desire to recover a historical nucleus about Francis
would seem hopeless. The reformulation of his image involved constant
changes in perspective. Even here it is wrong, methodologically speaking, to
separate the Franciscan sources too much from the general dynamics of
hagiographic texts. Rewriting (which we have already considered under the
stylistic feature of intertextuality) is part of their nature as living (and lived)
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texts. They were written not only to narrate a life, but to change the lives of
their readers. For many saints prior to Francis we have two or more Liues
(Mathilda of Germany, Odilon and Hugh of Cluny, Bernard of Clairvaux, to
mention just a few). A similar process of adaptation took place with the
figure of Dominic, founder of the Order of Preachers, the mendicant rivals
of the Friars Minor (Canetti 1994b, p. 6l). But what is distinctive about the
latter is the decision by the Paris Chapter of 1266 to destroy rhe earlier
biographies of Francis in favor of Bonaventure's Major Legend. In the end,
this decision was concrete proof that the problem of historical memory was
central in an Order so torn apart. It has righdy been said that,,the rifts and
problems dividing the Order are reason and cause not only of the constant
risk of deformation, never absent in the witnesses to historical events,,, but
also of a wealth of testimonies and explanations "that open new windows,
point out situations and suggest investigations that would otherwise be
totally unthinkable" (Miccoli 1991, p. 193). What favors historical research
today is precisely the fact that the hagiographic image of Francis (which did
not exist until Bonaventure) was not prematurely frozen, just as in the past
that same fact helped to influence the reaction to Bonaventure,s closed
model.

Tbe Origins of the Franciscan Hagiograpbic Corpus

The initial formation of the corpus took place with the support of
the Apostolic See. It had been thirty years since Innocent III definitively
assumed the right of canonization and instituted a juridic process for
ascertaining sanctity (with the resulting rise of new forms of hagiographic
literature: the acts of the process and the bull of canonization). The theory
of sanctity that had been developed provided for a balance between virtues
and miracles. While the Church Militant suspended judgment on the
miracles worked during the saint's lifetime (these could be the result of
diabolical deceit), those after death were considered the essential divine
proof of holiness. They allowed the person to be venerated. With the role of
miracles settled and limited, people began to focus on the virtues, much
more than before. Virtues alone made the saint and were presupposed for
the working of miracles (Paciocco 1990, p. 30). Related to this attitude was a
desire to combat the heretical movements by reclaiming their insistence on
strict moraliy, and to satisi/ the laity's new ieligiou, 

"#r"rr"r, and demand
for preaching, apostolate and a life of penance, which was especially
widespread in the cities. The saint had to have something to say rather than
something to give (namely, cures, which the faithful always considered the
expression of holiness par excellence). Better yet, the saint had to give
something for the soul as well as for the body. The papacy's promotion of
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modern saints, who in many cases (at least in central and southern Europe)
belonged to the emerging urban classes or who practiced forms of lay
spirituality, was also a way of making the saint's example more visible to his
or her contemporaries (Vauchez 1989b, p. 140). One consequence for the
production of hagiography cannot be ignored: testimonial proofs of holiness
became easier to obtain and more abundant, and their documentary value
increased.

Francis was the acid test of the new concept of sainthood. The
humanly attractive power of his personality, his membership in the urban
class of homines populi, his interest in the Gospel, which linked him to the
restlessness of the times, his role as founder of a rapidly growing Order,
which rooted him in the oldest tradition of the Church, automarically led to
his maximum exploitation as a saint. On the one hand, he found himself heir
to a group of lay saints from the twelfth-century communes, whose model
had been supplanted by the "monasticization" of the laity fostered by the
Mendicants ffauchez t989a, p. 80). On the other hand, his spiritual
adventure was very much like that of the other great early-thirteenth-
century hagiographic figure, Marie d'Oignies. Although she was never
canonized, her confessor and the author of her Ltfe (Acta San*orunt lunii),
the same Jacques de Vitry who was an attentive witness to Francis's
fraternity in 1216, had brought her virtues to the attention of Cardinal
Hugolino, soon to be protector of the Friars Minor. Marie's spiritual
experience as interpreted by Jacques is christocentric, penitential and
apostolic-charitable, traits that also characterize the figure of Francis in
Thomas of Celano.

The Canonization of 1228

Francis's canonization took place in fusisi on July 16, 1228, less
than two years after his death. This event, unique though not unplanned,
was the work of a pope, Gregory IX (I{ugolino of Ostia). fu cardinal and
first protector of the Order of Friars Minor, he had contributed decisively to
its juridic structure and enjoyed a close personal relationship with Francis.
The canonization was hastened by a desire to reaffirm papal authority
during a time of bitter conflict with the emperor Frederick II. The letter of
canonization Mira circa nor, promulgated in Perugia on July 19 (ed.
Wadding 1931, pp. 225-27), determined the meaning Gregory IX (through
the hand of the chancery scribe) intended to give to Francis's holiness. The
letter's style is unusually flowery. Amazingly, there is no explicit mention of
the stigmata, and biographical details are meager, although the pontiff does
mention his friendship with Francis. But we should remember that a

document of this kind necessarily involves a limited use of facts for purposes
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of interpretation. Actually, the letter is full of allusions, thanks to the
constant use of symbolism drawn from Scripture, most of which is not
explained since it was commonly used in the highly-codified language of the
Church.

A sense of urgenry pervades the beginning of the document. The
image is that of the eleventh hour when the Lord is sending workers into his
vineyard the Church (an echo of Mt 9:38), which needs pruning because it is
overrun with thorns and brambles. These are the enemies of the Church,
otherwise identified with the Philistines. Like another Samson, Francis is
the one raised up by God to prune the vineyard and destroy the Philistines.
The warlike metaphors used to describe the new saint recur insistently.
They show how Gregory perceived Francis's activity. Essentially missionary,
it had a huge impact on a Church corrupted by hostile forces, which Francis
defeated. He did this, says the pontiff, with a single weapon: simple
preaching, devoid of human wisdom ("preaching in simple words, not with
the plausible words of human wisdom"). This was prefigured by the jawbone
of the ass with which Samson slew his enemies and then quenched his thirst
with the water that flowed from it, a symbol of the Word of God (cfr. Jgs
l5:17, Septuagint).

Having established the general meaning of Francis's holiness,
Gregory reviews the phases of his spiritual experience, transforming them
with the usual appeal to biblical models and summarizing them as follows.
First, he recalls how Francis, like Abraham, left his goods and father's house
("following the footprints of Abraham"). This is related to his desire to
conform himself to Christ, who though rich, became poor for our sake (2
Cor 8:9). In this phase of the journey, Francis's mortification is emphasized
("mortifiring his flesh"). fu his flesh had once deceived him (a discreet
reference to his life before his conversion), now it is offered as a holocaust to
God through strict asceticism, interpreted through a series of Pauline
citations (Gal5:24,2:20;Rom 4:25,6:6), which focus on the idea of death to
self, life for Christ, and the life of Christ in his follower. As a result of this
struggle, he acquires the spiritual gifts that enable him, like Jacob, to reach
Bethel, which signifies union with God.

This quick biographical review ends by returning full circle to the
initial affirmation. Like his model Jacob, Francis did not cling to the sterile
beauty of Rachel (contemplation) but came down again to Leah to feed the
flock by carrying out his saving mission. Finally, "he who was knowingly
ignorant and wisely unlearned" reached his final triumph, entering "before
many who were endowed with knowledge." So, according to different needs,
Gregory presents Francis as an apostolic preacher and imitator of Christ
through the practice of penance, in which the renunciation of riches occurs
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again. The pope seems to understand minority (never explicitly mentioned)
as the lack of all earthly wisdom, which expresses itself in an extraordinary
universal mission-a paradoxical result of the mercy of God.

The Life of St. Francis by Thomas of Celano (Life, 1228-1229)

The official legend by Thomas of Celano was published shortly
after the canonization. It was commissioned by Gregory IX himself and
approved on February 25, 1229. The importance of the Life of St. Francis
(lC) can in no way be minimized. Although Thomas says, at least once, that
he wishes to leave others free to add things if they wish (lC 88), the papal
commission and the fact that the work was linked to the canonization
required that his account be definitive, even though later events would prove
him wrong. Thomas himself would continue to feel that his first work had
enduring value, and in any case it remained the only work in the entire
corpus written by order of the pope. The so-called Second Life (2C) is
described in its prologue as a supplement to the First Life. To our way of
thinking, the Second Life is much more than this. It corrects certain facts,
presents Francis's conversion differently and contains a new and original
literary structure. Significantly, Thomas entitles it The Remerubrance of the

Desire of a Soul; The Deeds and Words of Our Mwt Ho$ Fatber Francis, as if to
avoid comparison with the First Lrft by letting us know that its plan and
composition are different. Even Thomas's third work, the so-called Treatise
on the Miracles of St. Francis (3C), although it is a deeper reflection on the
holiness of Francis, is not meant to undermine the general traits established
inthe First Life.

The point is this. Celano's three works obviously suffer from the
change in the historical climate. The different compositions reflect different
concerns, and the referents are different persons. Consider how the Second

Life and the Treatise omit the name of Brother Elias who plays such a big
part in the First Life. Or think of how the First Life stresses Francis's
orthodoxy and full legitimacy as a son of the Church, understandable at a

time when the Friars Minor were constantly suspect. The Order was also

burdened by internal problems, the real reason, as we shall see, why the
Second Life was written. Still, the general understanding of Francis's holiness
and role in the Church remains basically the same. It is explicitly reaffirmed
in the two later worls and is confirmed by the observation that the other
hagiographies produced in the Order before Bonaventure (some of which
are highly original) do not deal with the overall meaning of Francis's
holiness at all, or else they restate it in Thomas's terms.

Let us return to the First Life. The prologue was written, as was
customary, after the work was completed and gives its plan. The book is
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divided into three unequal parts (opwutk).ln the first part, says Thomas, the
order is chronological ("the first...follows an historical sequence,') and deals
with Francis's "blessed way of life," his virtues and his t"".hirrg. A selection
of miracles worked during his lifetime is also inserted. Reading th e First Life,
we can see that this chronological arrangement is not strict; the years l2l9-
1221, which correspond to the Order's first great crisis, are deliberately told
in summary fashion.

The second part, which is shorter, recounts the events of the last
two years of Francis's life. It deals with the period between his reception of
the stigmata and his death, which from a hagiographer,s point of view is
certainly the most important. The end of a person,s life and how he faces
death are the first guarantee of his holiness and anticipate his canonization.
In this case, the final events are spread over a period of t*o years since the
uniqueness of the stigmata already projects Francis into a heavenly
dimension. The humanly painful events of this period, which Thomas does
not fail to mention (although indirecdy), are reinterpreted and transformed
in the light of that wondrous seal of Francis's earthly activity (Miccoli 1991,
p.214).

_ In the third part, devoted to the canonization, Thomas says that he
wishes to present a few of the miracles worked by Francis after his death and
to describe the canonization. The actual order is the opposite. First the
canonization is described, in light of which the hagiographer understands
and interprets Francis's life. Then, as an appendix, he presents the miracles,
obviously drawn from the acts of the process, which unfornrnately have been
lost. Thomas says that they were read to the people (lC 127).

The structure, literary aspirations, and overall style are of a high
level, even though Thomas says he is aiming at a simple style (lC l). In the
only bit of biographical information contained in the prologue, he
acknowledges that Francis always avoided rhetoric, a tactful way of referring
to the saint's limited education and his self-description as ,,unletteredi

(idiota). Significandy, the prologue to the first biography of Francis, like
Gregory IX's bull of canonization, refers to one of the most serious elements
of tension between the founder and the Order in its later role: Francis,s lack
of a scholastic clerical education.

We do not knorr what Thomas's life was before he entered the
Order (1214/15), or the details of his formation. What we do know is that
there emerges from his work the figure of a refined man of letters. He
knows the rules of the carsus and its rhythms, he knows the earlier
hagiographic models well, he has a perfect command of Scripture, and at
times he is a poet. In short, he has a great knack for symbolism, a major
feature of medieval culture. Perhaps the high point of his symbolism is his
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allegorical explanation of the six wings of the Seraph that appeared to
Francis on LaVerna (lC ll4). It is an original reworking of ideas drawn
from his reading of Gregory the Great (In Ezecbielernl,4:4-10 and 7:2-6).

Two narrative forms can be identified in the First Life. On the one
hand, there is the subtle relationship between facts and interpretation of the
facts in the models, for purposes of edification. On the other hand, attention
is given to the symbolic import of actions. Let us take Francis's youth, which
is painted in dark colors. This seems deliberate rather than demanded by the
evidence. In fact, after composing the First Life, Thomas learned details he
had not known before, enough to modi$, his earlier account. Yet it is also
true that after recounting the conversion, almost in passing, he recognizes
that Francis was generous to the poor even while living a worldly life (lC
l7), a detail that could have led Thomas to question just how depraved the
young man really was. But Thomas is interested in fully exploiting the
paradigm of reversal in order to draw from it teaching about the grace and
mercy of God. Julian of Speyer, in his Life of St. Francis written not long
after, grasps the essence of Thomas's lesson. In his prologue, he points to
the apostolic role of persons like Peter, Paul, Mary Magdalene and Matthew
the publican, who were sinners before they spread the word of Christ. Thus
Francis, in his youthful dissipation, already anticipates his mission of hope
for the world. First expressed in general terms with the help of the
Confessions of Augustine (lC 2), the paradigm becomes specific in the
reversal of his status as a merchant: he goes from being a merchant of
material goods to being a merchant of spiritual treasure (lC 6). Then, in the
reversal of his status as soldier, he goes from being a soldier in search of
earthly glory (1C 5) to being a soldier ofChrist (1C 9).

These are certainly traditional models in hagiography, especially
the second, the miles Christi, but Thomas carefully exploits every detail in
Francis's life and invests it with special meaning. His changes of clothing
(something to which the medieval mind was extremely sensitive) are the
visible expression of his spiritual growth and end with his divestiture before
the bishop. Thomas stresses the qrmbolic meaning ("a mystery": lC l5).
Francis wrestles "naked with the naked." At this point he has completely
renounced the world, a renunciation symbolized by wresding hand-to-hand
with the devil, according to the expression of Gregory the Great (12

eoangelia Il, 322), which sums up an ancient martyrdom motif and is a

variant of Christum nudurn sequi. Once he has left the world, Francis clothes
himself again. Thomas describes an initial period of "experimentation" and
the various kinds of clothing worn by Francis ("half-clothed"... "covered
with only a cheap shirt"... "he obtained a cheap tunic" lC 16). Francis is
described as dressed like a hermit ("he wore a sort of hermit's habit" lC 21)
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when he is rebuilding churches. And when he finally discovers his vocation
while listening to the gospel of the sending of the apostles (LC22), he puts
on the definitive habit, which is shaped like a cross and crucifies the flesh,
according to the words of Galatians 5:24, already rsed in Mira circa nos.

Thomas stresses the radical gospel nature of Francis's vocation
("gospel call": lC 7). His supreme desire is to observe the Gospel "in all
things and through all things" (lC 84). The First Life does not fail to
mention poverty, embraced by Francis and his companions (lC 35) and
described in the words of the Testarnent (lC 39). Still, it is clear that
paupertas has not yet become the overused and technical term that later
polemics would make it. When he reports the answer given by the young
Francis to his friends who were asking him if he wanted to get married ("I
will take a bride more noble and more beautiful than you have ever seen":
lC 7), Celano interprets the bride as "true religion." But the author of the
Legend of the Three Cln paniuns, writing probably twenty years later, does not
forget to explain: "...the true religion...richer and more beautiful because of
her poverty" Q3C7).

Readers will have noticed that when speaking of the First Life we
have referred at times to Mira circa nos. fu writer of an official legend
commissioned as a supplement to a canonization, Thomas could not help
but feel that his narrative should express the ideas expressed in the bull
(Merlo 199+b, p. 262). He was the ideal person to produce a work in
"existential" agreement with the iews of Mira circa nos. Until he was given
the task of writing a biography, his life in the Order of Friars Minor had
been one of pastoral activity. In l22l he had gone as a volunteer to the
difficult land of Germany, where he had preached extensively. Agreement
with Gregory IX can be seen first of all in the general interpretation of the
First Life, which makes Francis, a converted sinner, the saint of preaching
and apostolic mission to sinners. It is surely no accident that one of the most
important examples of Francis's preaching, his sermon before Honorius III,
is the one that brings Hugolino himself directly on the scene for the first
time (lC 73). The one of the Life in particular, beginning with Francis's
conversion, is built around the theme of preaching. The urgenry detected in
the papal bull is reinforced by Thomas, who speaks of a sudden conversion
at the appointed time-recall the eleventh hour mentioned by Pope
Gregory!-made necessary by the spread of a "fatal disease" (lC 8), a

reference to the heretical movements.

The adoption of a habit shaped like a cross signals the beginning of
penitential preaching (lC 23), which from then on becomes the center of
Francis's activity. Itinerant preaching of peace and penance is the first
charge given the companions ("announcing peace to the people and
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penance": lC 29) and is the explicit object of Innocent III's confirmation
("Go...preach penance to all": (lC 33). Returning from Rome along the
Spoleto Valley, Francis and his companions once again consciously opt to
work among the people rather than lead a contemplative life in hermitages
(lC 35). Here Thomas goes on for two paragraphs (lC 36 and 37) filled
with echoes of Mira circa nos and the pope's canonization sermon. He
describes the universality and effectiveness of Francis's preaching, a source
of salvation for men and women, clergy and religious, of renewal for the
entire Church, in the footprints of Francis who is "a person of another age."

Here we begin to hear a characteristic motif of Thomas, one that
will become more insistent as the story continues. Francis is from another
world, someone new who renews the world by restoring it to its original
innocence. When he extends his preaching to unbelievers by traveling to the
East, Francis seems to the Sultan to be "a man unlike any other" (lC 57).
Immediately after (lC 58), in another long passage that begins with the
sermon to the birds at Bevagna and ends with an invitation to all animate
and inanimate creatures, the theme of the "new person" is fulfilled in the
reunification of creation in the praise of God.

The idea of a saint as one who restores the world to a state of
paradise is not in itself new in hagiography; it occurs in the Liaes of the
Desert Fathers. But Thomas consciously exploits the theme and makes it the
main key to understanding Francis. It expresses and symbolizes the dialectic
between innovation and tradition that runs through the entire work and is
expressed in the interpretive summary of Francis placed at the beginning of
Book Two (1C 89-90). Thomas embraces this fundamental theme of
western history, where the beginning is seen as a time of perfection that has

been lost. For this reason, "newness" is positive only if it recaptures that
past. Combined with this is Thomas's conviction that all saints resemble
each other by reason of their adherence to Christ, the common model. That
is why, when speaking of the restoration of San Damiano, he assures us that
Francis did not "try to build a new fchwchf," but to rebuild. it on the
foundation that is Christ (lC 18). He describes Francis's experience before
his discovery of the Gospel as that of a hermit; he places on his lips the
teachings of the monastic tradition on contempt of the world (lC 29); he
uses a play on words, "in a new Order but in an ancient way," to describe the
fruitful vine (the Order) planted by Francis (lC 89); finally, he justifies
recourse to the rlrtes sancturant. t with the example of "the saints and holy

tThe 
sortes sanctorunz or apostoloram, are answers derived from a random

opening of the Gospel Book, the missal, or the Scriptures in general.
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ones"(lC 92\.In his renewal of an ancient form of holiness, Francis tends to
assume the form of a very special saint, one who is "nerr."

This brings us to the other pole of Thomas's reflection: the Order.
Here his thought is marked by an unresolved ambiguity. Theoretically the
Order is very positive; it could not be otherwise. It is compared (lC 100) to
the cedar of Ezekiel 3l:8 and to the chosenvineyard ofJeremiah 2:21. But
except for the early days of the fraternity, which are always described in
positive terms, things change when Thomas speaks concretely. Francis's
early prophecy on the extraordinary growth of the religio (lC 26-27) is
immediately linked to two others that predict the negative consequences.
The first image is that of a tree whose fruit grows increasingly bad, even
though it is externally appetizingi the other is that of a fisherman who
selects only the biggest fish from his large net. In the first part of the First
Life, signs of uneasiness abour the Order are limited and indirect (cfr. the
brief but moving prayer to the saint in lC 50), but they become more
numerous in tlre second part. At times Thomas plays what is said against
what is not said, as when he mentions Francis's desire to flee all human
company and then immediately goes on about his displeasure because so
many in the Order are ambitious (lC 103-104). At times he becomes
explicit, almost suspending the rules of hagiography for the sake of the
truth, as when he mentions how Francis suspected certain people (evidently
brothers) of hypocrisy, even though they may have been innocent (lC 96).
But elements not in accord with the image of holiness are tempered by the
theme of Francis as another Christ, an interpretation that highlights the
stigmata and dominates the last part of Francis's life. Because of the
stigmata, Francis appears "as if he had hung on the cross with the Son of
God" (lC 90).

What has been said gives an idea of the importance of the First Life
for a reconstruction of the historical Francis. Through all the hagiographic
devices, the moralizing and edification, and even though times had changed,
which made it hard even for Thomas to grasp the meaning of the fraternity's
initial experience, the First Life shows a concem for historical reality that is
more in accord with modern tastes. Among other things, it gives us a

physical description ofFrancis (lC 83) that has a realistic sound to it and is
never repeated in the later biographies. This is something extremely rare
not only in hagiography, but in all medieval historiography (Stanislao da
Campagnola 1981).

Bettaeen 1229 and 1244: Julian of Speyer

From the 1230s come a certain number of works that depend on the
First Life. The legend Quasi stella rnatutina by John of Celano (or Ceprano)
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has been lost, except for the adaptation contained in a Dominican lectionary.
Even in this case, Gregory IX's influence on the formation of the
hagiographic image of Francis is important, seeing that the legend devoted
considerable space to the pope's canonization address, which began with the
words of Sirach 50:6 from which it gets its title. Between 1232 and 1234, the
secular cleric Henri d'Awanches wirote a Versified Lrft of St. Francis in
hexameters, dedicated to Gregory IX. Liturgical needs gave rise to the
Legend for Use in the Choir by Thomas of Celano and the rhymed Diaine
Office of St. Francis byJulian of Speyer, who was a skilled musician. Between
1232 and l235,Julian composed a Life of St. Francis in prose.'

Given their basic dependence on the material inthe First Life, these
works are generally not much studied. A sign of this lack of interest is the
fact that they are not included in the Italian Fonti Francescane.Yet a balanced
appreciation would shed more light on the workings of hagiographic
literature and also be useful for a better knowledge of the main Franciscan
sources. Take, for example, Julian of Speyer's Life, witten in Paris for the
brothers on that side of the Alps. The importance of certain details that
come from this source has already been recognized (Menestd 1993, p.248),
butJulian's reworking of the First Life strll needs to be examined. First of all,
he tried to simplii, the structure, as required by the work's shorter size
(tlrirteen chapters). Julian groups episodes from the First Lrfe according to
similarity of theme. This happens (LJS VIII and IX) with the episodes about
Francis's love for animals, or for the Christmas at Greccio, which formed a

poetic conclusion to the first part of the First Ltfe, and whichJulian is forced
by necessity to place among the miracles worked during Francis's lifetime
(I-JS X). Sometimes Julian's simplification, instead of trivializing, actually
clarifies, as when he says, referring to a time after the approval by Innocent
III, that as yet there were no priests in the Order (US V), a very important
fact that can only be inferred from the account in the First Life.

Julian's interventions are also and above all ideological. The work of
taking apart the material of the First Life, then selecting and putting it back
together, leads him to take the distinctive features of Francis's holiness as

described by Thomas and reshape them to fit the classic image of a holy
founder, primarily of the Order of Friars Minor, more generally of the
"triple army." This expression-which refers to the Friars Minor, the Poor
Ladies and the Penitents-was already used by Thomas (lC 37). InJulian's
Office it becomes the key idea (Off 3.V, 14.V, I8.IID and is borrowed

'AIl of thes. are now available in Francis of Assisi: Early Documents I, II,
III, eds. Regis J. Armstrong, J.A.Wayne Hellmann, William J. Short Qr{ew City
Press: New York, London, Manila, 1999-2002).
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verbatim_ in hs Life. Seen thus, the emphasis is on the interior perfection
attained by Francis through practice ofthe virtues.Any sign ofdoubt about
the Order disappears, any mention of its declin", 

"r'*"Il as the conflicts

9fr"g the last part of Francis's life, which Thomas did not hide. Instead,
Julian proves to be the precursor of Bonaventure. paragraph 67, which
represents a major reworking of the First Life 103-104 anticipates the partial
but significant censoring (the word "nothing,, is omitted) of Francis,s words
expressing his final dissatisfaction ("Let us begin, brothers, to serve the Lord
God, for up until now we have done little or nothing,'), as well as the
utilitarian explanation for his resignation that Bonaventuie would give (LMj
vI,4).

Tbe Second Phase: The Colleaion of Crescentius of lesi
request for new documents made at the Chapter of Genoa

(1244) during the generalate of Crescentius of Iesi begins a second phase in
the composition of the biographies of Francis that will lead to Thomas of
Celano's Second Ltfe and other texts. A new element comes into play: the
disputes within the Order. This element was already present inthe hirct Llft,
but now it serves in itself to set in motion the process of hagiographic
production. As a result, the view of Francis changes, more or 

-less

perceptibly. No longer is it a matrer of describing his holiness in order to
propose it as a model for all Chrisrians, as had been rhe case inthe First Life.
It is more a matter of finding in it an answer to the problems of the Order
and establishing it as an example for the brothers.

We do not have the text of Crescentius's request. According to the
Greccio Letter of August ll, 1246, sent in response by Leo, Rufino and
Angelo, he spoke of "signs and wonders." The late Cbronicle of tbe Twenty-
Four Generals (AF lll, p. 262) speaks of "life, signs, wonders.,, The prologue
to-the Second Life refers to "deeds as well as...words.', Naturally, the meaning
of the request changes a great deal depending on the formulation. Thi
authors of the Greccio Letter, who describe themselves as companions of
Francis, go on to say that they do not intend "merely to relate miracles,
which demonstrate, but do not cause sanctity." Their intention is to present
his life and teachings. They have not written a legend in chronological order
but have chosen some episodes or "flowers" that they judge to be more
beautiful. Especially noteworthy is the companions, limited emphasis on the
miracles and their statement that they are addressing themselves to those
who "desire to follow in the footsteps" of Francis.

Since the adverb "merely" before the word "miracles', in the letter
seems more or less consciously polemic, we might ask against whom this
attack is directed. It is not against the legends in use, or especially against
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Thomas. In apportioning space to virtues and miracles, the First Life had
scrupulously followed the pope's directives. The first part had made a

selective and limited use of some miracles worked during Francis's lifetime,
concluding its exposition with these words: "We have not chosen to describe
miracles-rl ey do not rnake boliness but sbua ir-but rather to describe the
excellence of his life and the honest form of his manner of living" (lC 70).

The part about holiness freely echoes a line from Gregory the Great (12

eaangelia II, 294). fu a result, the companions borrow Thomas's
formulation word for word, relying by that very fact on his authority.'
Moreover, the letter praises the earlier legends, even though it says it
intends to add to them but without trylng to compete with them.

Thus it seems that the three companions' polemic is directed
against those in the Order who were praising the miraculous effects of
Francis's holiness but (at least in the mind of the companions) ignoring his

teachings. The Greccio Letter is a measure of the dissent among the Friars
Minor and leads us to identify these persons as being largely responsible for
the request made by the Chapter of Genoa. Crescentius had directly
experienced such quarrels in a limited but historically important region. He
had been provincial of the Marche of Ancona and as such had opposed

tendencies toward excessive zeal. Therefore we can reasonably suppose that
the decision made by the Chapter of Genoa in 1244 was meant to promote

)ulian also said the same thing, although his formulation is more nuanced
(LJS X, 56). Jacques Dalarun attaches litde importance to the phrase "since [it] is a

topos" (1996, p. tll). I do not think I can agree. The fact that a phrase is a lapos does

not necessarily mean that it has no specific meaning for the particular author who
uses it (each case must be judged separately), as Dalarun himself recognizes (1994, 

-p.
8l). Is it just a coincidence-that the Legend of tbe Tbree Companions, which the
manuscripts always place after the Greccio letter, limits itself to a general reference
to Francii's mirailei (LlS 71)? Dalarun's downplaying, it seems to me, is indirecdy
related to his discussion of the Treatise on the Miraeles, which he tends to see,

contrary to prevailing opinion, as having "more or less.'.the same relationship to the
Second Life is the third part of the First Life has to the first two" (Dalarun 1966, p.

104). In other words, there is continuity ofintent and no tension between the virtues
and the miracles. It is true, of course, that we must not exaggerate the opposition to
miracles within the Order, since everyone agrees that they are important for
recognizing holiness. But it is also true that for ecclesiastical writers, who generally
tendio behore allusive when engaging in polemics, the things they emphasize and

stress in their language becomJ important. I do not think we can ,ignore- the
statement in the prologue to the Second Life, which speaks of miracles included "here
and there" in the narritive but does not mention a final part devoted to them. The
stress is exclusively on the words and deeds of Francis. At the very least, this leads us

to conclude that at tlat point Thomas considered his task finished and the work
completed. But this was obviously not the general opinion, and Thomas was

persuaded to add a supplement.
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internal peace through a better knowledge of the founder. The same desire
must have driven the Chapter of Genoa and the Chapter of Paris of 1266 in
two opposite directions: the search for new sources as opposed to the
destruction of most of them. Genoa gathered material from the bottom of
the Order addressed to the top, whereas Paris impose d, a Life that came from
the top itself. The direction taken at Genoa still shows a ,,democratic',

process at work in which top and bottom mutually checked each other, one
of the novelties of the Franciscan Rule that became a critical point in later
developments. Thomas of Celano uses the material from the companions
for th9 Second Life,but he does not embrace their point of view completely.
He eliminates the word "miracle" from the Crescentius,s requeit (the
prologue, as we have seen, speaks of deeds and words), practically eiiminating
the healing miracles in favor of other kinds of mirabilia (visions, propheciei
etc.), and remaining silent about the miracles worked after Francis,i death
(Paciocco 1990, p.59).

In any case, the hoped-for peace was not achieved. We need to ask
whether the means chosen were adequate. The memories came from those
brothers who had been in contact with Francis during the last part of his life,
which was the most withdrawn and painful. These brothers could have been
a spiritual reference point and kept alive the "zealot,, currents in Italy. But,

11 ye have already seen from the makeup of the delegation sent to Giegory
IX fifteen years before, which led to Qao elongati,* they were cut off from the
real power centers of the Order, which were now located beyond the AIps.

The Anonymoas of Perugia and Tbe Legend of tbe Tbree Companions

Before we examine the Second Life,we must speak of two works, the
Anonyrrrous of Perugia and the Legend of tbe Three Companions. These present
material that is pardy the same as that in the Second Life, but because of th"i,
stfl.rcture and for textual reasons they fall between the First Life and the
Second Life. Nthough the so-called Legend of the Three Cornpanions cannor be
identified with the "flowers" mentioned in the Greccio Letter (the
companions explicidy say that they did not compose a legend), it does come
from, and was felt to come from their tradition. Otherwise we could not
explain its insertion after the letter in all the manuscripts.

The Anonyncow of Perugia and the Legend. of tbe Tltree Corupanions
are closely linked in the sense that the first is certainly a source for the
second. This is true apart from the date of the version of the two works that

tcfr. the article- by Grado Giovanni Merlo in r-his series: ,,The Story of
Brother Francis and the Order of Friars Minor." Ed. note: this will appear in a future
isste of Greyfriars Reaieu.
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has come down to us, about which scholars remain uncertain. fu for
content, even Di Fonzo, who edited the Anonyrnous of Perugia and placed it
after the time of Bonaventure, says that its tradition is ancient and authentic.

The Anonyrnous of Perugia and the Legend of the Tbree Cornpanions

must be linked to the First Life for two reasons. Although there are
significant differences, both have a chronological development that is typical
of legends, like the First Life and unlike the mixed pattern found in the
Second Life. Moreover, both use the First Life as a written reference source,
whereas they show no sign of textual dependence on the Second Life. Finally,
even though on certain important points they depend ideologically on the
First Life, they also deliberately distance themselves from it and correct it on
certain particular points.

Critics are inclined to identify the author of the Anonymous of
Perugia with the BrotherJohn w,ho is mentioned in the Greccio Letter as a
companion of Giles and a friend of Giles and Bernard of Quintavalle, since
the text devotes considerable attention to Bernard and Giles. Besides the
conventional name Anonyruoas of Perugia, the work is also known as De
inceptione ["The Beginning"] from the first words of its tirJe: The Beginning or
Foanding of the Order and tbe Deeds of Thox Lesser Brotbers Wo Were the First
Corupanions of Blessed. Francb in Religion. The tide highlights the most
important characteristic of the Anonymous of Perugia as "a first history of the
Order" (Di Fonzo 1972, p. 466). The author describes himself in the
prologue as a disciple of the first companions, which places him not too far
from the beginning and would make him an adult around the 1240s. In fact,
most critics today date the Anonyruoas of Peragia to between 1240 and l24l
(Beguin 1979, p. 19). The author's intention is to compile "some deeds" of
Francis and the brothers "at the beginning of the religion." The recipients
are the Friars Minor, the "most beloved brothers" of the concluding
apostrophe, to whom the author proposes the imitation of those examples,
lest they be "ignorant of the lives and teachings of saints." Attention is thus
focused collectively on the first group. Although in the prologue the author
always assigns the highest place to Francis, reserving to him the tide of
"father," in the epilogue he appeals to the example of the entire primitive
fraternity, begging his readers to meditate on and imitate the deeds of "our
fathers and brothers."

The story of the Anonyrnous of Perugia takes place entirely within
the Order and is told in linear fashion, in a simple style, devoid of ru.rsus.

The self-awareness of the authors is expressed in the first chapter, which
begins significantly with the one precise date in the work: April 16, 1208,
the day when Bernard and Peter joined Francis. On that day, says the
author, in his infinite mercy toward sinners, "God willed to send workers
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into his vineyard. He enlightened a man who was in the city of fusisi,
Francis by name, a merchant by trade, and a very vain spendthrift of worldly
wealth." This is an echo of Mt 9:38, with which Mira circa nos also began. It
is also specifically recalled by Thomas when he describes Francis as "a most
unreliable steward" (lC 2). Once again Francis's apostolic vocation is
confirmed, the fact that he is an instrument of salvation for the world (AP
8c). Not only that, but thanla to the date given at the beginning, the
fraternity is immediately, explicitly and indissolubly part of the providential
work entrusted to the saint.

The first chapter is devoted to Francis's conversion and his life
before the arrival of the companions. The next five chapters (II-U) focus on
the difficult phase prior to his journey to Rome. Another five (VII-XI) deal
with events from the approval by Innocent III to the appointrnent of
Hugolino as protector. There are interesting clarifications regarding
Hugolino's gradual relationship with the fraternity, the organization of
chapters and the formation of provinces. The final chapter @I) deals
briefly with Francis's death, stigmata, miracles and canonization, as well as

the "many important and noble men" who came to the Order.
The narrative sequence of the Anonyruoas of Peragia, at least until

the approval by Innocent III, does not deviate from that of the First Life.
The author knows Thomas's work by heart, something normal for a brother
in the case of the official legend. The Anonyrnous of Perugia borrows
expressions from Thomas not only unconsciously, but also deliberately,
almost as identiSring marks when it is correcting or supplementing the
account on the basis of an independent tradition. The intention to correct is
particularly explicit in the account of Francis's youth, which is broken down
into a few episodes, all of them strategically important. The author places
the episode where Francis is too absorbed in the business of the shop to give
alms to a poor man at the beginning of his conversion (AP 4), whereas
Thomas (lC 17) had reported the incident without saying exactly when it
happened. The author places the dream of the palace filled with arms (his
version is different from that of lC 5) at the beginning of the planned
expedition to Apulia (AP 5), whereas for Thomas the dream confirms a plan
already conceived. The author adds another dream that causes Francis, who
has reached Spoleto, to turn back (AP 6), whereas Thomas (1C 6) could give
no reason for his abandoning the expedition. Finally, the author has Francis
selling his clothes at Foligno while on his way home (AP 7), whereas
Thomas (lC 8) regarded it as a separate episode, explainable by divine
intervention. According to the Anonynaoas of Perugia 8b, the money received
from this sale was taken back by his father in the process before the bishop,
not earlier as in the First Life 14, where Francis's later summons to the
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tribunal seems solely the result of his father's fury. No doubt such
corrections give the sequence of events greater logical and psychological
plausibility (Beguin 1979, p. ll4).

Also significant are the corrections regarding the history of the
fraternity, starting with the episode that marks its foundation, the discovery
of the gospel passages about the sending of the apostles (AP 11). In the First
Life (22), Francis heard them during Mass at the Portiuncula, had the priest
explain them, and then exclaimed, "This is what I seek." Thus he came to an
understanding of his vocation by himself. According to the Anonyrnous of
Perugia, Francis, Bernard and Peter go to an unidentified church and engage
in the practice of opening the gospel book three times, together finding the
verses and the way: "This is what we were seeking." The version in the
Anonymous of Perugia is borne out by the autobiographical information in the
Testnntent, where Francis attests that he was uncertain of what to do after the
Lord gave him some brothers (Miccoli 1991, p. 173).

Unhampered by the constraints of an official history and with
rather limited means of expression , the Anonymoas of Perugia allows the facts
to speak for themselves. The development is realistic, and there are few
ideological interventions. Among the latter, we note that the image of the
primitive Church is used to explain the common use of "a book or a tunic"
by the fraternity (AP 27b). This shows the influence of the model of Acts
4:32 (which was determinative for monasticism) even on an experience that
is essentially different, like that of the aita apostolica practiced by the Friars
Minor.

On some fundamental questions the Anonyrnous of Perugia seems to
reflect historical truth even better than Thomas. It does not hide the failures
of Francis and his companions. It explicidy says that Innocent III's first
reaction was one of refusal (AP 34b). It is equally frank in describing the
reactions of bewilderment and derision that greeted the first brothers and
the problems that arose in the missions outside Italy. The initial lay
character of the experience of Francis and his companions is clear. Francis's
habit, after his conversion, is not that of a hermit, as in the First Life, bat
simply "contemptible" (AP 9a). The brothers describe themselves as

"penitents from fusisi" (AP 19c), and the twelve that went to see Innocent
were laymen, since Cardinal John gave them all the tonsure (AP 360. All
have permission to preach with the approval of Francis (AP 36d). This last
point is repeated later: "cleric or lay" have permission to preach (AP 40a).
The author mentions that Francis criticized the companions for their
excessive austerity (AP 39a), which indicates a new discretion with regard to
contemporary penitential practices. Thomas had spoken of the saint's
extreme austerity at the beginning of his religious experience, but rather
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than branding his account as false, we could think of an evolution in Francis
himself.

Miracles, a predominant element in hagiography, are completely
absent. The Anonymow of Peragia 46c limits itself to mentioning that "signs
and miracles" appeared after Francis's death. This feature stands out even

more in comparison with the Fim Ltfe. There Thomas could not refrain
from saying that the eight brothers returned from the first mission all at the
same time "without any human summons" (lC 30), thus suggesting that
Francis's desire was supernaturally granted. The Anonymous of Perugia 24b
says instead that they returned "at the established time."

Despite these significant differences, the Anonyrnous of Perugia
moves in the direction marked out for the Order for some time: that of a

great ecclesiastical organization devoted to missionary activity in a world the
brothers have definitively left (30c). The purpose is to recall the Friars
Minor to the original meaning of their vocation (Beguin 1979, p.230). But
contrary to what we might expect from someone who is proposing the early
days as an example, the Anonyrnow of Perugia does not bring in, even

surreptitiously, the theme of the decline of the Order, which played such a

great part in the First Life. Frrncis's comparison of the Order to a fisherman
who catches a large number of fish and throws the little ones back in the sea

in order to keep the big ones, which Thomas had recounted in this context,
is told in neutral terms in the Anonyruous of Perugia l5a, as a prophecy of
expansion. The drafting of the Later Ruh is related to external difficulties
during the mission in Hungary (44c). There is not even the slightest
reference to Francis's torment during the last years of his life, no allusion to
internal quarrels.

In this conciliatory tone, also adopted by the Legend of the Tbree

Companions, the Anonym.ous of Peragia emulates one of Francis's basic traits.
He offers only positive teaching and judges no one. Thus the Anonymous of
Peragia, in the period that goes until Francis's death, portrays a joyful
fraternity, linked by strong bonds of affection, concretely dedicated to
minority, the guarantee of a fruitful apostolate, which is the main purpose of
the Order. The Anonymoas of Peragia provides its own key to interpretation
in a short reflection placed immediately after the central episode of the
approval by Innocent III: "These men [the first companions] entered upon a

narrow and rough trail. They broke up the rocls, trampled upon the thorns,
and so have left us, their followers, a smooth path" (30c). Literal imitation,
the author seems to say between dream and illusion, is easy, because the
practicability ofthat life has been proven once and for all.

The article in this series by Enrico Menestb discusses the role of the
Legend. of tbe Tltree Cornpanions in the Franciscan Question and the two
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different versions attested in the manuscripts.' Limiting ourselves here to its
compositional technique, the Legend of the Tltree Companions proves to be the
work of a good compiler. The text is divided into eighteen chapters. In the
first sixteen we can distinguish three written sources: Thomas's First Life,
the Life by Julian of Speyer and the Anonymous of Perugia, the last almost in
its entirety. The compiler follows his sources in a faithful and orderly
manner. He tries not to superimpose them on each other, but instead to
harmonize versions that may not agree by making minor changes. It is easy
to study this method by lining up the texts of the First Life, the Anonymoas of
Peragia and the Legend of the Tltree Cornpnanions for the episodes where the
first two differ, for example the discovery of the Gospel or the approval by
Innocent III.

With regard to Francis's youth, the Legend of the Tltree Companions
also presents its own material (if it is not itself part of that material), in other
words material that cannot be traced to the above-mentioned sources. This
must come from the testimonies sent in to Crescentius by the companions,
and in fact most of it is also used by Thomas of Celano inthe Second Life.
The literary form of this material in the Legend of the Three Companions is
characterized by immediary, litde ideology and even less tendency to the
miraculous, so much so that it can easily be seen as a narrative stage prior to
Celano's reworking. Here are a few examples. In the Legend of tbe Tltree
Companions 2, Francis's mother justifies her son's capriciousness with
affectionate indulgence: "He will still be a son of God through grace." This
is enough for Thomas (2C 3) to turn it into a prophetic announcement.
During his imprisonment, Francis who is "naturally cheerful" (L3C 4) brags:
"I will be venerated (adorabor) throughout the whole world." In the Second.

Lrft 4, this also becomes a prophecy, thanks to the strategic addition of the
word "holy," which changes the meaning of the verb adorabor ("Some day
the whole world will worship me as a saint"). In the account of the
pilgrimage to St. Peter's in the Legend of the Three Corupanions 10, the young
Francis exchanges clothes with a beggar. One of the many episodes in his
long and laborious search for himself, it shows him throwing a jangling
purse of money through the grating of the altar, upset at the people's lack of
generosity. The realistic details do not make for a particularly edifying
account. There is the flamboyance, the suddenness, the p:uzzled reaction.
Thomas (2C 8) remedies this by softening the tone and adding a pious
comment. Bonaventure (I-Mj I, 6) will eliminate the problems by omitting
all reference to alms from the account of the pilgrimage. Such comparisons

'Cf. Supra p.270,n.4
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between the Legend, of the Three Corupunions and the Second Life could be
multiplied.

Most remarkable for a compilier, the author of the Legend of the

Three Corupanions has "a sense of literary unity" (Manselli 1980b, p. 3l). His
narrative is basically well-knit, thanls to two conspicuous features: his point
of view is more psychological than hagiographic, and he focuses especially
on Assisi. The contribution of the companions no doubt accounts for the
first feature. But the author takes the material he received and consciously
shapes it, so that the beginning of the work seems to be written as a
counterpoint to the approach taken by the First Life. Thomas mentioned
that the young Francis was a shrewd merchant but also a spendthrift (lC 2),
an important fact in his psychology. In the Legend of tbe Three Companions

this becomes part of a very detailed picture, inspired by "enthusiastic
adherence to the ideal of gendemanly leisure and aristocratic liberality
embodied by Francis prior to his conversion" (Barbero 1991, p. 217).
Supporting this picture is a naturalistic view of the work of divine grace,
which intervenes to direct Francis's courdy aspirations and complement his
natural predispositions. The adverb "naturally" is constandy used to explain
Francis's attitudes.

The First Life had contained some keen psychological observations,
but these were not enough to create a picture of a person. This is due partly
to Thomas's tendency to moralize and divide everything into vices and
virtues, and partly to his tendency as a hagiographer to idealize the figure of
the saint. Hagiography's most obvious limitation (manifest from the
beginning) compared to classical biography is its inability to show the
development of consciousness. In the Legend of tbe Tltree Cornpanions this is
overcome. A well-rounded picture of the personality of the young Francis
catches our eye. He is extroverted, imaginative, impulsive and direct,
generous and optimistic, with the cockiness and brashness typical of youth.
Dissatisfied with the life of a merchant, he is led by a restless and insatiable
inwardness to the existential crisis that is overcome in his conversion. This
ability of the Legend. of the Tbree Cornpanions to sense the individual's human
motives is revealed in the details. Despite its basically negative judgment, the
Legend of the Three Companions shows a hint of understanding for Francis's
father, whom Celano mistreats in various ways. Following the final break
with his son, both the Legend of the Tltree Cnrnpaniuns 23 and Thomas (2C
12) say that Pietro di Bernardone used to curse Francis whenever he met
him. But whereas Thomas says that Francis's father regarded the service of
Christ as folly, the Legend of tbe Tltree Companions attributes his attitude to
the painful feelings of sorrow and shame caused by his love for his son.
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The Legend. of the Tltree Companions has been described as "t-he Assisi
legend" of St. Francis (Manselli 1980b, p.27). The city is practically the only
setting for the life of Francis, which is enlivened by explicit details from
commune life such as the complaint against Francis brought by Pietro di
Bernardone to the magistrates, or the mention of the hospice for lepers
outside of fusisi. On the other hand, the author shows litde interest in the
major external events, including missionary activity. The conclusion, whose
authenticity is questioned because of some interpolations from the Major
Legend (Desbonnets 1974, p. 8l), contains a pleased description of the
basilica of St. Francis, unique in the Franciscan sources O,3C 72).

The Legend of tbe Three Companions lies almost at the margins of
hagiographic literature because ofcertain innovative tendencies. There is no
concession to the miraculous, none to the coercive action of grace.
Nevertheless, the grid for interpreting Francis's holiness remains the same.
He is the saint of evangelization, but now also the saint of poverty. The
work closes on the triumphalistic tone of Mira circ& nos, a sign of the
persistent influence of Gregory's point of view. It borrows the comparison
between Francis and Samson &3C 73), which Thomas had preferred to
replace with a comparison between Francis and David. Francis's relationship
with the Order presents no problems at all. The Legend adds nothing to the
description of this in its source, the Anonyrnous of Perugia, except an
explanatory note that seems to be a statement of intent reflecting the latter.
The smooth path indicated by the first brothers to their successors is the
way of the cross, the way of justice, penance and observance of the Gospel
(L3C 45; cfr. AP 30c). It is no accident that the Anonyruous of Perugia and the
Legend of the Three Contpanions, whose conciliatory approach tends to rise
above the quarrels within the Order, contain no reference to details in the
life of Francis after 1221, except for the stigmata.

Thomas returns to writing: The Remernbrance of Francis (1246-1247)

Unlike the prologue to the First Ltfe, which is written in the first
person singular, the prologue to the Rernembrance or Second Life is written in
the first person plural, in the name of those who, more than others, lived
together and in mutual intimacy with Francis. The work is dated between
1246 and 1247.In this case the rhetorical device is not a sign of modesty but
indicates collective assumption of responsibility by those who sent material
to Crescentius (but not necessarily by all). In the First Life Thomas had
mentioned as sources, besides his own direct testimony, that of "trustworthy
and esteemed witnesses." Here, although the "We" who speak protest their
limited ability, they say they are a single source and claim to have received
their commission from Crescentius. Their voice is heard again in the closing
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prayer to St. Francis for all the brothers, for the minister and for Thomas,
who is credited with the actual writing of the book. The saint's companions
are the ones who stand behind it (2C 221).

Thus the work is an explicit reworking of the material gathered
after the Chapter of Genoa. Still, it is truly the work of Thomas, who
reshapes the testimony and clothes it in his own style and mood. Its division
into two opasaila is an important novelty. The first part retains the
chronological development typical of legends, while the second part breaLs
with this plan and adopts that of an anthology. Episodes apt to illustrate the
saint's virtues and teachings are grouped thematically into one hundred and
sixty-one chapters compared to seventeen in the first part.

The Prologue states that the first part contains "some marvelous
details about the conversion of St. Francis" not included in the account of
his youth in the previous legends. In fact the material, which is highly
selective (Thomas takes for granted many episodes in the First Life), ends
with the appointment of Hugolino as protector, exactly as in the first sixteen
chapters of the Legend of tbe Tltree Conapanions. On the other hand, in some
cases, instead of supplementing the First Life,Thomas corrects it according
to testimony reported in the Anonyruous of Perugia and the Legend of the
Tbree Corupanions. Somettmes these are brief corrections of some detail (as in
the dream of arms or the sum of money given back to Francis's father before
the bishop), sometimes they are more important modifications of the
account. For example, Thomas changes his opinion of Francis's mother.
The First Life accases both parents of having raised their son badly. In the
Second Life the mother is compared to St. Elizabeth, endowed with the spirit
of prophecy as she foretells the future holiness of her son, whereas in the
Legend of tbe Tbree Cnlrlpanilns she seemed to be simply a good woman, all-
too-human in her love for her exuberant son.

The amazing change is made possible by the fact that Thomas
evidendy has the different description of the conversion provided by the
companions, and he is not afraid to praise the young Francis's "noble
manners" (2C 3). But, as usual, he is more interested in edification than
psychology (recall what we said when speaking of the Legend of the Tltree
Companions), more eager to find sl,rnbolic relationships and hagiog"aphig
parallels than to describe the human personality of Francis. Notice how
quickly he sets up an ideal relationship between the Baptist and Francis, one
that is favored by the information (absent in the First Life and learned from
the companions) that Francis's baptismal name was John. Just as "among all
those born of women there has never been a greater than John" (Mt 11:11),
so "among all the founders of religious communities there has never been
one more perfect than Francis" (2C 3). Or again, notice how he speaks
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about the differences and similarities between Martin of Tours and Francis
in the episode where Francis gives his clothes to a poor knight (2C 5-6). On
the other hand, we find no incidents such as those the Legend of tbe Three
Corupanions adds for the sole purpose, it seems, of expressing a character
trait, not of the saint, but of the man. Such was the memory of the young
Francis's haste to leave the table so that he could immediately join his
friends (L3C 9), or his love for unusual combinations of clothing (L3C 2). In
other words, even in the Second Life Thomas continues to see things through
the eyes ofthe hagiographic tradition, which stresses providence and praises
the mystery of the divine plan that is fulfilled even though we are unaware of
it (cfr. 2C 7: "These are the mysteries of God toward which Francis reaches,
and he is led to unknowingly perfect knowledge").

The second opusru.lum is a collection of episodes that exemplifi, the
saint's different virtues, based on the medieval genre of the speculurn or
mirror. This is not only a brilliant way of bringing order to the disparate
material of the testimonies received by Crescentius; it also marks, with
regard to the sources for Francis, a moment of crisis for the literary genre of
the legend. We seem to be witnessing a breakdown. No longer can the
saint's life be reconstmcted as a single ediiring event by means of a legend.
The reason for this, no doubt, is the stress caused by the conflicts within the
Order. Bonaventure restores tte lost unity, but he does so by abandoning
chronological order and by revising the material collected thus far in a much
more sophisticated and profound way than did Celano. On the other hand,
Thomas's second work is the model for the compilations made after
Bonaventure, which are collections of episodes from the life of Francis,
more or less systematically organized. The prologue to this second part, in
which Thomas speaks in the first person, explicitly states its purpose and
destination. Both are within the Order. Francis is the "mirror of holiness,"
and his words and deeds serve to indicate the shortcomings of the present
and reawaken the emulation of the brothers.

Among the new material collected by Crescentius, Thomas found
the dream in which Francis sees himself as a little black hen who cannot
keep all her chicls (the brothers) under her wings. fu told in both the Legend
of tbe Three Clrnpaninm and the Second Life, the dream produces an
emotional response in Francis: he asks for Hugolino as protector. But while
rhe Legend (L3C 61) limits the discussion to these terms, Thomas QC 23)
begins with some pessimistic reflections on the external attachments and
internal difficulties that he says have created a split in the unity of the
brothers. And so already in the first part of the Second Lift Thomas
anticipates the theme of the decline of the Order. The second part is written
to stem the decline. It is divided according to a list of virnres: prophecy,
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poverty, love for the poor and for God, unceasing prayer, understanding of
Scriprure, resistance to temptation, perfect joy, humility, obedience, etc.
Each of these is subdivided in a somewhat disorderly way. The desire always
to show Francis as father, teacher and guide for the brothers tends to make
him a slightly more rigid figure than we find in the First Life. Thts
stylization, due to the constraints of ideology and hagiography, is the result
of Thomas's literary reworking of the sources (as Manselli 1980& has

shown), unlike the Legend of Perugia which preserves much of the material
received by Crescentius. Yet it has its touching moments, for example the
sensitive episodes about animals not found in the First Life (Mairu 1989), or
its moments of drama, as when Francis, delirious from illness, reveals all his
inner anguish by rising in his bed and exclaiming: "Who are these people?
They have snatched out of my hands my religion and that of the brothers. If
I go to the general chapter, then I'll show them what my will is!" (2C 188).

The second part's piecemeal structure allows Thomas to express
himself whenever he wants, usually in the form of recrimination or
invective, without having to worry about interrupting a continuous
narrative. He rails against those who give their goods to their relatives
instead of to the poor (2C 8l) upon entering the Order; against palntini,
brothers who spend too much time in the houses of nobles or prelates (2C
120); against the various violations of poverty; against the growing
antagonism with the Dominicans (2C l49); against those brothers who use
begging as an excuse to avoid working (2C 162); against the eccentricities of
the brothers who live in hermitages (2C 179). The insertions in the first
person are summed up in the rebukes attributed to Francis, among which
the warnings against learning stand out QC 193 and 195). In other words, in
reading the Second Life, we find that the state of the Order is disturbing,
even though Thomas does not agree with the view that its decline is
irreversible. We can gather this from the fact that he disagrees with those
(he says they are the majority) who interpreted the vision of the woman with
the head of gold and the feet of iron as a fulfillment of Daniel 2, referring to
the various periods in the history of the Order QC82).

9. Thomas in spite of himselfi The Treatise on the Miracles (1248/52)

The Treatise on the Miracles of St. Francis is the name usually given
to a work on the miracles of St. Francis, written by Thomas after the Second

Life and come down to us with neither tide nor prologue in the single
manuscript that has preserved it (Dalarun 1996, pp.99-103). The Chronicle
of the Twenty-Four Generals, written between 1365 and 1374 (AFlII, p.276),
explains the origin of the Treatise 0n the Miracles from the fact that the Second

Life did not mention the miracles worked by Francis. Therefore
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Crescentius's successor, John of Parma, with "many letters" ordered
Thomas to "finish" the life of Francis. Since the Second Life contained
marvelous elements but no miracles, v/e can conclude that the request
referred primarily to cures worked during Francis's lifetime and after his
death.

In the conclusion (3C 198), Thomas says that he cannot "forge
something new every day," nor "square circles," nor adapt what he has

received "in a single block" to changing times and wishes (an important
clarification!). We have seen how historical circumstances and the concerns
of his sponsors influenced Thomas's two previous works and modified his
views. The same thing also happens in this third work. But Thomas's
intellectual honesty and intention to write history are proven by the fact that
he senses that there is a limit beyond which legitimate questions cannot be

asked of the past without nulliSring it by reshaping it arbitrarily. In fact this
is simply the problem, constandy faced by historical criticism, of the
relationship between past and present. But this statement ocsurs,
significantly, just when Thomas is being asked to re-express in traditional
terms something that (much more than virtues) had for centuries been the
essential mark of holiness, namely miracles. The Treatise, like the Second

Life, is commissioned by the Order. But how differendy it is described!
Before, Thomas spoke of the "holy gathering" of the general chapter, which
was "divinely assisted." This time it is the insistent requests of some brothers
and the authority of the "prelates" (although John of Parma is not explicitly
mentioned). In other words, one group is prevailing, whereas at Genoa the
desire had been unanimous.

Even though Thomas did not fully agree with the project, he
managed once again to produce an important work, reading the signs of the
times. The work consists of nineteen chapters, of which the first and last

serve as introduction and conclusion. In the first chapter, Thomas considers
Francis's first "miracle," the birth of the Order. In a world grown dark, the
"new man" Francis restores an "apostolic newrtess," the perfection of the
primitive Church. The foundation of two Orders (perhaps the Friars Minor
and the Poor Ladies, or befter, the Franciscans and Dominicans) portends
some great event soon to occur. The individual parts of the picture, the
newness represented by Francis, the restoration of gospel perfection and the
critical nature of the times (all of which were present in the earlier
biographies) come together here in an eschatological atmosphere, favored

by the spread of Joachimism (Stanislao da Campagnola 1971, p. 144).

Thomas describes the Order with the biblical oxymoron "sterile
fruitfulness" (cfr. lSam 2:5). fu Leo recalls (AC 103), this scripture passage

urged Francis to praise as "good religious" those who give a humble example
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of manual labor and prayer, as against those brothers who were too
interested in ofEces or spending too much time preaching. Thomas bends
the image to praise the Order, sterile because it is totally poor, but fruitful
because it is gaining members, including many saints. Thus his opinion of
the Order as expressed in the First Life and the Second Life seems to have
radically changed. Actually, what has changed is Thomas's point of view.
Given the cultic nature of. the Treatise, he views things more generally from
outside the Order and praises its "objective" standards of success. It is as if
Thomas had decided to show only one side of the coin, the other side of
which he willingly showed in his earlier works.

Having made the Order part of the canonization of its founder,
Thomas focuses his attention on the latter. The next six chapters (II-VID,
which are of considerable literary interest, continue the theological
reflection on Francis's holiness after the interruption of the Second Life,
which mentioned his example only with respect to the needs of the Friars
Minor. The section begins with the account in Chapter II of the impression
of the stigmata by the Seraph (the stigmata are also treated at length for
apologetic reasons, since there were growing doubts as to their reality) and
ends with the account of their "discovery" in Chapter VI by Jacoba dei
Settesoli, who is prominendy introduced for the first time in the trilogy
(Dalarun 1994, p.86). Through the use of appropriate miracles, Thomas
constructs in Chapters III-V an image of Francis as the "new man" who is
obeyed by inanimate qreatures, animate creatures, and even God himself. In
this way Thomas takes the lines he drew in the Firx Life to interpret
Francis's holiness and intensifies them, concentrating them in a smaller
space and drawing relationships between the most characteristic miracles.

The remaining twelve chapters take the form of a list (from the
more significant miracles-raising the dead-to the humbler and more
everyday ones), in which miracles from Francis's lifetime and after his death
are randomly mixed. This leads us to believe that "at the intermediate level
of convergence and encounter, where the drama of the Treatire arises, there
is no break in continuity between a saint's life and the death" (Romano
1995, p. 22 1). These chapters are a veritable analysis of wonderworking, and
Francis is now brought into the mainstream of the traditional ways of
expressing holiness. They praise his extraordinary power, his unusual
promptness in helping his clients, among whom women become
increasingly important @alarun 1996, p. ll0). But there is also a certain
vindictiveness (the dark side of traditional sanctity that shows in certain new
episodes added to the Treatise). which is why his feast must be diligently
observed and vows made to him must be kept. Thomas's style stands the test
in his description of people who are anxious and in distress, as when he
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touchingly dwells on certain figures: the litde boy who threw himself out the
window because he did not want to stay at home alone without his mother,
and who was restored to life by his father's faith in the saint (3C 42); the
expectant mother who was reluctant to accept the fact because she was afraid
her baby would die like all the others (3C 97); the old grandmother who was
able to nurse her grandson in place ofher daughter who had died (3C 182).
But it would not be right to say that the Treatise loves a story for its own
sake. Narrative is strictly a function of purpose, which is to increase
devotion to the saint. The omissions and abbreviations, the sometimes very
small lexical differences found in the episodes borrowed from the First Life
all serve this purpose. We need to remember that less that two-thirds of the
material in the Treatise is new, that some things are taken from the Second

Life, md that all the miracles in the First Life are included except two. As an
example of how "economical" and functional are Thomas's adaptations of
material already found in the First Life, take the story of the woman from
Gubbio. No sooner has she regained the use of her hands, thanks to the
touch ofFrancis, than she prepares a cheesecake and gives it to him (lC 67).
Out of Christian charity ("kindly"), the saint takes only a litde piece, leaving
the rest for the woman's family. Everything is the same in the Treatise except
the motive. The saint takes it "because of the woman's friendly devotion"
(3C 177). In that context of propaganda it was much more important to
stress the effectiveness of a client's devotion rather than the charity shown
by the man Francis (Placidi 1996). A similar expression with regard to the
same episode ("he accepted only a little of it on account of the woman's
devotion") appears in Julian of Speyer (LJS X, 48), which may have
influenced the Treatise.

The Closed Model of Bonauenture of Bagnoregio: Tbe Major Legend

Q262-63)
The mere mention of a few details from Bonaventure's biography

shows that his view of Francis and the Order must have been very different
from that of the previous official biographer. Unlike Thomas, Bonaventure
did not know Francis. His personal relationship with the founder began
when, as a child, he experienced the wonderworking pou/er of Francis, who
cured him of a serious illness. It was an experience he wished to recall in the
prologue to the Major Legend as well as in the Minor Legend.fl/Il, 8), which
was written for liturgical use to replace the similar work by Thomas of
Celano. A student in Paris in 1236 and a pupil of Alexander of Hales,
Bonaventure entered the Order in 1242 (Flaymo of Faversham was minister
general) when it had become a very different thing from what it was in the
beginning. In Paris, where he had begun his life as a brother, and which
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continued to be his headquarters as minister, he had taken an active part in

the dispute between the regular and secular masters that arose in 1253'

Those i r"rr"ls probably gave rise to the historical-theological treatise by an

,rnk rown author, Tbe Sared Excbange betuteen St- Francis and Lady Poaerty

(Brufani 1990; Flood 1992, p.47, Continues to favor a much later date)'

ihey had also made it imperative for Franciscan thinkers to give a-

satisiactory formulation and a well-reasoned justification for their choice of
life. In othe, *ordr, they had led to a growing self-awareness' The spread of

Joachimism among the Friars Minor was leading in the same- direction, its

i"".hirrg, 
"*p..rr.-d 

in the conviction that Francis heralded the age of the

Holy Siirit and his Order was the final instrument sent by God to renew the

*orid.'A*id th"t" external and internal tensions Bonaventure was elected

minister general in 1257 .

He was convinced of the Order's lofty role, but he also needed to

attack the more extreme Joachimist tendencies, and so he set to work to

equip the Friars Minor for their providential purpose. First he reorganized

the legislation of the Order, a step that led to the constitutions approved by

the G-eneral Chapter of Narbonni in 1260. Next, in a step closely connected

with the first, he revised the historical-theological figure of Francis by

writing a new official legend, a task entrusted to him by the same chapter'

This llgend was presented for approval to the Chapter of Pisa irl.1263'

The Maior Legend, the work of a keenly speculativg mind, goes

beyond the limits of th-e "edifring narrative" of hagiographic literature and

,"hi.u", the level of a "theological-spiritual theory" @ellegrini 1993' p' 64)'

Bonaventure restates the probiem of Francis's relationship to the Order in a

way that avoids the pesiimistic view found in the material gathered by

Crlscentius and adopied by Thomas, or a mere description of the past with

no link to the present, typical of the Anonymous of Perugia-(and in end,

similar to that of Celano). Even before writing the Maior Legend,

Bonaventure saw this relationship as a physiological development willed by

God. Just as God had caused thi Church to grow from humble fishermen

"to th-e most brilliant and expert doctors," so he had done "in the religion of
blessed Francis" (Episnla ai magismtm innominatam, 13: Opera omnia,Wll,
p. 336ab). If we had to use 

"tt 
i*rg" to describe the idea of the Order on

*fti.tt Bonaventure's Legend is based, we would no longer have to refer to

the two sides of the coii (as with Thomas), but to the natural development

of the ear of grain from the seed. Thus the fact that the present differs from

the past is providentially justified.

Such "historicizing" (Miccoli 1991, p. 271) calls for a twofold

strategy with respect to ideology and composition. On the one, hand, the

authoi must rethink Francis 
", 

,., 
"*rtt 

ple for his followers' Obviously, this
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cannot consist in a "minute" imitation of concrete everyday attitudes, or an

attempt by the Order to copy ways of acting from a time that is definitely
past. On the other hand, the author must select and reorganize the material
from the earlier hagiographic tradition in a way that is compatible with his
new plan.

Not only in the Major Legend, but in all his works Bonaventure

attributes a super eminent and explicitly eschatological role to Francis. He
marks a turning point in salvation history, a prelude to the return of Christ.
In the summary offered in the prologue to the Major Legenl, Bonaventure
praises Francis's evangelical perfection and prophetic fullness. He is a

"hierarchic man" (the term goes back to Pseudo-Dionysius), which means

he has completed the gradual ascent to perfection. He is also identified with
the angel of the sixth seal of Apocalypse 7, the angel who at the end of time
seals the elect with the seal of God. According to Bonaventure, two things in
particular confirm this interpretation for the present the centrality of the
cross in Francis's meditation and the assimilation of his body to that of
Christ in the stigmata (LMj prol., l-2).

We can see that Bonaventure agrees with the approach of his

predecessor John of Parma. He accepts the widespread eschatological

tension that was a result of Joachimism and was fostered by the religious
unrest of the time. In the Treatise on tbe Miracles, which we may recall was

commissioned by John of Parma, Thomas of Celano announced a

mysterious portent of things to come, based on a renewal of the apostolic
age (3 C 1). But Thomas still expressed this idea in terms of past and present.

In Bonventure's prologue, it is projected exclusively into the future, making
Francis's experience a peak not yet attained. A year before Narbonne,
Bonaventure wrote Tlte Soul's Journey into God while in seclusion on
LaVerna. Reworking themes from the Platonic mystical tradition, he

described the process of the soul's intellectual ascent to wisdom, which as

such is a gift of God. Francis is the suPreme example of this adventure, but
he is also the one who reaches the summit, despite human weakness,

through the unfathomable mercy of God who awakens in him an insatiable

love for Christ crucified. This privilege, Bonaventure seems to say, exempts

the Friars Minor from reproducing his experience in a mechanical way.

Instead they must journey to the end by suitable paths (university studies,

apostolate in the world), hoping to attain the summit that was not denied

their founder.

In Bonaventure, imitation of Christ becomes identification with
Christ through a journey whose steps (like those of The Soul's Journey) ate
climbed in the structural divisions of the Major Legenl. Bonaventure says

(prol., 4) that he did not follow chronological order, but rather a thematic
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order, thus completing a process already begun in Celano's Second Life.The
fact that the Second Life is the direct antecedent can be shown by examining
the subdivisions of the Major Legend.. Of its fifteen chapters (to which is
added the treatise on the miracles worked after Francis's death), the first
five, which describe the events from the conversion until 1223 (the approval
of the Rale), follow a chronological order, as was the case in the first part of
the Second. Life. The last two chapters deal with Francis's death and
canonization. The middle part, which consists of three series of three
chapters each, illustrates the triple way (purgative, illuminative, unitive) of
the saint's spiritual journey fforreux 1968, p. 585, n. 13). In it the stigmata
mark the supreme moment when the lover is transformed into the image of
the beloved. Thus it is possible to imitate Francis on the level of individual
asceticism, even though certain aspects of his experience of conformity to
Christ cannot be repeated.

Following the hagiographic t0p0s, Bonaventure says that he
consulted eyewitnesses, and his work does contain a few bits of new
testimony. But in fact the sources he draws from the most are Thomas's
trilogy, the work of Julian of Speyer and the marerial collected by
Crescentius. The bulk of these "official" writings alone required him to be
selective. So carefully did Bonaventure work that every detail seems to have
been selected for a reason. Episodes are cut because they are no longer
historically relevant (episodes from the saint's youth, much of his
relationship with Hugolino) or too closely linked to a particular place for an
Order that is becoming increasingly universal, or too "human" in terms of
mystical example. There is nothing about Francis's prophecies foretelling
the decline of the Order. Gone are the powerful images of the fisherman
who throws the little fish back into the sea, the little black hen, and the
woman with legs of iron. Obviously eliminated are all episodes that suggest
historical quarrels among the Friars Minor (Dalarun L996,pp. 170-73).

These deletions are clear, therefore, and are made for obvious
reasons. Other actions are more sophisticated. In an almost literal borrowing
from Celano, Bonaventure has only to delete a single word and fit together
the pieces in order to give a new interpretation to some fact @ellegrini
1993, p. 58).

The episodes chosen after careful sifting come to symbolize steps in
the journey of ascent. By way of example, let us read the initial episode of
Chapter )OI in rJrre Major Legend,which is devoted to Francis's charity. All in
all, the twelfth chapter contains few episodes: the saint's special devotion to
Christ crucified, to the Mother of God, to St. Michael the Archangel. There
is also his desire for martyrdom, the supreme expression of love, which
explains his first and unsuccessful attempt to reach the Holy Land, his trip
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to Morocco, also cut short, and finally the account of his stay in the East and
visit to the Sultan, amplified and corrected with respect to Celano's First Life
(cfr. LMj IX, 6-9, and lC 57). But the really important thing for
Bonaventure is the ideological framework, thanks to which Francis appears
mystically united to God in an enkindling of love:

Who would be competent to describe the burning charity
with which Francis, the friend of the Bridegroom, was aflame?

Like a thoroughly burning coal,
he seemed totally absorbed in the flame of divine love.

For as soon as he heard "the love of the Lord,"
he was excited, moved, and on fire
as if these words from the outside

were a pick strumming the strings of his heart on the inside.
He used to say that it was noble extravagance

to offer such a treasure for alms
and that those who considered it less valuable than money

were complete fools,
because the priceless price of divine love alone

was sufficient to purchase the kingdom ofheaven,
and

the love of him who loved us gready
is gready to be lovedl

fuoused by everything to divine love,
he rejoiced in all the worla of the Lord's hands

and through their delightful display
he rose into their life-giving reason and cause.

In beautifirl things he contuited Beauty itself
and through the footprints impressed in things

he followed his Beloved everywhere,
out of them all making for himself a ladder

through which he could climb up to lay hold of him
who is utterly desirable.

With an intensity of unheard devotion
he savored

in each and every creature

-as 
in so many rivulets-

that fontal Goodness,
and discerned

an almost celestial choir
in the chords of power and activity

given to them by God,
and, like the prophet David,

he sweedy encouraged them to praise the Lord.
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Jesus Christ crucified
always rested like a bundle of 

;#.j 
* the bosom of his soul,

,*:1",1',"ii*;ii#J:,?::n:T:"'.
Bonaventure's work, whose consequences for Franciscan

institutional formation were enorrnous, responded perfectly to the needs of
the elite of the Order at that moment. In fact, three years after the approval
of the Major Legend, the Chapter of Paris of 1266 ordered any and all other
legends ofFrancis to be destroyed.

The Voice of Brother Leo: The Legend of Peru.gia/Assisi Compilation

Ten years after the censorship/caesura of 1266, the Chapter of
Padua, prompted by the general Jerome of Ascoli, encouraged the
resumption of research on the life of Francis. From then on, the work of
copying, gathering and collecting sources on Francis, either to correct or
supplement the Major Legend, becomes interwoven with the story of the
Spirituals. Such a critical situation created many difficulties, as it is easy to
imagine, and many problems of textual criticism are linked to the recovery
of the two main compilations that have come down to us. These are the
Assisi Compilation or Legend of Perugia, found in Ms. 1046 of the Biblioteca
Comunale Augusta of Perugia, written in fusisi between l3l0 and l3l2 (it
may be a copy of a pre-Bonaventurian work: Menestd 1995, p. 1464), and
the Mirror of Perfeaion, composed around 1318. The relationship between
the two texts is essentially this: the Mirror takes the same material contained
inthe Corupilation and organizes it in a thematic and stylistic way.

The testimonies contained in the Compilation deal exclusively with
Francis's life after his conversion; most of them deal with the suffering
Francis of the last years. The work is exceptionally important because it
copies (with no major stylistic or literary modifications) and gathers, along
with extracts from Celano's Second Life, material sent to Crescentius of Iesi
primarily (though not exclusively) by the companions. Most of this is from
the pen of Brother Leo, who in a certain number of cases has attached the
testimonial seal "We who were with him." Part of the material in the
Compilation, that which deals with the quarrels over the Rule and the search
for Francis's true "intentions," would seem to have been written, or at least
reworked, by Leo after the collection of 1244. It was a time when the
difference between the lifestyle of those closely associated with the memory
and "places" of Francis, and the leadership of the Order, which was looking
in very different directions, had become misunderstanding and alienation
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(Gattucci 1979, p.811 and 1993, pp. 294-95; in favor of a date of c.1246
P6sztor 1974, 1980a, 1988a; Menestd 1995, p. 1464).

Since almost all the episodes have their parallel inthe Second. Life, a
reading of the Compilation can serve to further verify (a posteriori as it were)
Thomas of Celano's method of working. fu we have said, he does not alter
the content in any substantial way, but he does pass over Francis's human
traits and stresses the hagiographic and moralistic tone. In the end he
produces a rigid picture. In addition, if we consider the episodes also found
inthe Major Life,Bonaventure's behavior becomes more understandable. By
way of example, we can compare the three different ways in which the
Corupilation, Thomas of Celano's Second Life and Bonaventttre's Major Legend
recount a miraculous event that is traditional (the heavenly music heard by
the saint) and free of ideological implications. Precisely because of this
"neutral" character, the differing narrative structures stand out more clearly.
Let us look at the three versions.

Compilation, 66 Assisi

Once, when blessed
Francis was in Rieti
because of trouble of his
eyes, he was staying for a

few days in a room of
Teobaldo Saraceno. One
day he said to one ofhis
companions, who in the
world knew how to play a

lute: "Brother, the
children of this world do
not undersand divine
things. Contrary to the
will of God, theyuse
instruments such as lutes,
the ten-stringed harps,

and other instrumenB,
for the sake of vanity and
sin, which in times past

were used by holy people
to praise God and offer
consolation to souls.
Therefore, I would like
you to obtain secredy
from some upright
person a lute on which

Remembrance, 126

In the days when he
was staying at Rieti for the
treatrnent ofhis eyes, he
called one of the
companions, who in the
world had been a lute
player, and said to him:
"Brother, the children of
this world do not
understand the divine
sacraments. Human lust
has tumed musical
instruments, once

assigned to the divine
praises, into enjoyment
for their ears. But I would
like you, brother, to
borrow a lute secredy and
bring it here and to play
some decent song to give
some consolation to
Brother Body, which is
filled with pain." But the
brother answered: "I
would be quite
embarrassed to do ttris,

Major Legend V, l1
Not only did

creation serve God's
servant at his nod, but
even the Creator's
providence
condescended

everywhere to his
pleasure.

For one time when
his bodywas weighed
down bymanyforms
of illness, he had a
desire to hear some

music to arouse the joy
ofhis spirit. But since
it seemed
inappropriate that this
should be done by a
human ministry, the
deference ofangels
came to indulge the
holy man's pleasure.

One night, as he was
keeping vigil and
mediating about the
Lord, suddenly a lute
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you could play for me a
decent song and, with it,
we will say the words and
praises of the Lord,
especially because my
bodyis tormented with
disease and pain. So I
wish by this means to
change that pain of my
body to joy and
consolation of spirit. "

For, during his
illness, blessed Francis
composed some Praises

of the Lord which he had
his companions recite
sometimes for the praise

of God, the consolation
ofhis spirit, and also for
the edification of his
neighbor.

"Father," the brother
answered him, "I would
be embarrassed to get
one, especially because

the people of this city
know that I played the
lute when I was out in
the world. I fear they will
suspect me of being
tempted to playthe lute
again."

Blessed Francis told
him: "Then, brother,
let's let it go."

The following night,
around midnight, blessed

Francis was keeping vigil.
And behold, around the
house where he was

saying he heard rhe
sound ofa lute playing a

melody more beautifirl
and delightfrrl than he

E. Prinziaalli

father, for I fear people
will suspect me of being
tempted to my old levity."
And the saint said to him:
ttThen, brother, let's let it
go! It is good to let go of
many things to avoid
offending people's
opinion."

The followingnight,
as the holy man was

keepingvigil and

mediating on God,
suddenly a lute was

playing with wonderfrrl
harmonyan
exuaordinarily sweet

melody. He could see no
one, but the changes in his
hearing suggested that the
lute player was moving
back and forth from one
place to another. At last,

with his spirit turned to
God, he enjoyed such

delight in that sweet-
sounding song that he
thought he had exchanged

this world for the other.

When he arose in the
morning, the saint called
the brother in question
and told him everything
from beginning to end,
adding: "The Lord, who
consoles the afflicted, has

never left me without
consolation, See, since I
could not hear the lutes of
humans, I have heard a

more delighfirl lute."

was playing some
wonderfrrl harmony
and a very sweet
melody. No one was

seen, but the changes

in his hearing
suggested that the lute
playerwas moving
back and forth from
one place to another.
With his spirit turned
to God, there was such

delight in that sweet

sounding song, that he
thoughthe had
exchanged this world
for the other.

This did not
remain hidden from
the brothers who were
close to him, who, by
clear signs, would
often see him visited
by the Lord with such

overwhelming and
frequent consolations,
thathewas incapable
ofkeeping them
hidden.
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had ever heard in his life.
The one playing it would

Bo some distance away so

that he could barely tre
heard, and then returned,
butwas always playing.
And he did this for over
an hour.

Blessed Francis,
considering that it was

the work of God and not
of anyhuman being, was

overjoyed, and with an

exultant heart with deep
feeling he praised the
Lord who was so kind as

to console him with such
a great consolation.

When he arose in t}re
morning he said to his
companion: "My brother,
I asked you for
something and you did
not grant it. But the
Lord, who consoles his
friends in their sufferings,
was kind enough to
console me last night."

He then told him
everything that had
happened.

The brothers were
amazed and considered
this a great miracle. And
theyknew thatitwas
truly a work of God for
the consolation of blessed

Francis, especially since,

by a decree ofthe
podesti, no one dared go
about the city, either at
midnight or even after
the third ringing of the
bells. And because, as
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blessed Francis said, it
came and went in silence,
without a word or a noise
from its mouth, for more
than an hour to console
his spirit.

The first thing to note is the progressive omission of context.
Thomas of Celano retains the name of the place but does not dwell on the
details of city life, such as the curfew imposed by the podesti, which are
found in the Corupilation. Bonaventure has nothing of this. Another
difference is that inthe ContpilationFrancis, reluctant to accept the brother,s
embarrassment, curtly responds ("Then let's let it go"). Thomas feels
obliged to add a sentence that makes it sound as if Francis agrees ("It is good
to let go of many things to avoid offending people's opinion"). In the end
Thomas eliminates Francis's gende rebuke ("My brother, I asked you for
something and you did not grant it"). There is nothing about any of this in
Bonaventure, whose gready shortened text omits all direct discourse. On the
other hand, Bonaventure was aware that evidence of a miracle was very
weak, since it rested solely on the word of Francis. That is probably why he
writes, "This did not remain hidden from the brothers who were close to
him," thus giving the miracle a stamp of objectivity, as it were.

If we compare the Second Life with dre sources preserved in the
Corupilation, overall literary judgment always leads us to prefer the latter,
despite its sometimes repetitious language and lack of atrsus.It has an ability
to involve the reader emotionally and restore the figure of the human
Francis through the "memory of a friend" (Desbonnets 1968b, p. 871),
Brother Leo, but also of unknown witnesses. What also emerges are
memories that Thomas does not use because they evidently do not fit in
with his picture of Francis as an example or into the role established for the
Order. One such memory, powerfully expressive, has to do with the penance
Francis inflicted on himself for having offended a leper. It may go back to
1220, a time when "the brothers stayed in the leper hospitals" (AC 64). The
conflict between Francis and the learned brothers at the Chapter of Mats
(AC 18) is dramatically portrayed (according to some, the passage was
written after 1246). Thomas mentions the conflict but does not describe it
(2C 188). The saint's relationships with Clare and the sisters of San
Damiano, during the last months of his life (AC 13 and 85), are treared wirh
particular sensitivity. The dominanr theme is that of regret over an
irreparable loss and a happy time that is now over.
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The material in the Mirror of Perfeaion is seen to be identical to a

very great extent, although not completely. It is reproduced with great
fidelity, even though a need for stylistic and thematic organization is at
work, unlike the Assisi Compilation. The material is divided into twelve
chapters, based on the now well-tested scheme of the saint's virtues. Its
ideological slant is in line with the views of the Spirituals, starting with the
opening episode about the objections to the Rule on the part of "many
ministers."

Besides the two major compilations, others could be listed. The
period of the medieval biography of Francis, understood as an organically
conceived work of reconstructing the saint's life, ends with Bonaventure. On
the other hand, the search by many followers for the master's true face was

far from over. In the fourteenth century, we need only recall the
composition of the Deeds of St. Francis and His Cornpanions (see the following
chapter) and its celebrated vernacular version, the Fioretti. It is a story of
"endless unrest" (Lambertini, in Lambertini and Tabarroni 1989, p. 142),

unfinished even today. But our discussion can end here for now,
acknowledging the richness and exceptional quality of the sources

bequeathed by the first Franciscan century to historians, to whom belongs

the necessary task ofexegesis.

Critical Note

At the beginning of the centurtr Nino Tamassia's work Saz

Francesco d'Assisi e la sua leggenda (Tamassia 1906), which originated in the
same climate as the book of a young and prematurely deceased scholar on
St. Martin of Tours (Babut 1912), marked the beginning of the debate

among Franciscan scholars on the peculiarities of the hagiographic genre,

with some interesting contributions: Edouard d'Alengon 1906 (the tide is
significant Saint Frangois a-t-il existi?) Fierens 1907, Van Ortroy 1908;

naturally Paul Sabatier also contributed (see especially Sabatier 1932, pp.
127-42). Michael Bihl devoted several articles in the journal Archiuurn

Franciscanum Historicurn to aspects of Tamassia's book: among these is Bihl
I 92 7, whose subject has been taken up independendy by Devos I 985.

The discussions at the first Congress of the International Society

for Franciscan Studies, which not incidentally was devoted to La "qaestione

francescana" dal Sabatier ad oggi (Atti Assisi 1974), stressed the importance of
an approach to the Franciscan sources that takes into account their literary
genre, but so far not many works have been devoted to this. One of the most

serious studies in this regard is Miccoli 1991. For an updated philological
status quaestinnis, the introductions to the individual texts by various scholars

in the Fontes Franciscani are very useful. But in general they give only slight
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mention to historical-literary questions. On the other hand, this is the
direction taken by Dalarun 1996. Still good is the introduction to the texts
by Desbonnets and Vorreux 1968; cfr. also Stanislao da Campagnola 1981.
Three particular worlis, so important methodologically that they must still
be discussed, are Moorman 1940, Clasen 1967 (soon to be published in
Italian) and Manselli 1980b.

On questions of the canonization: Bihl 1928; Paciocco 1984, l99O
and 1994. On particular aspects of the biographies of Francis: De Beer 1963

(cfr. Miccoli 1964); Cardint 1979 and 1980; Frugoni 1984 and 1989; Devos
1985, 1986 and 1988; Dalarun 1994. See also Penco 1963; Paul 1983;
Pellegrini 1985b; Marini 1989; Romano 1995; Placidi 1996. On the
biographers of Francisr Tommnso da Celmo 1985; on Julian of Speyer,
Prinzivalli and Fiorelli 1996; on Bonaventure, Clasen L96l-62, Pdsztor
lg$0b,Miccoli 1991 (pp. 264-302).

On medieval hagiography in general Vauchez l98l; Hagiographie
l98l; Faire roire 1981; Leonardi 1980, 1981, 1988 and 1993a; Gr6goire
1987i Les fonaions des saints 1991. A summary attempt to apply this to the
corpus of the Franciscan sources is in Matani6 1992. On biblical
intertextuality in hagiography, see the works of Van Uytfanghe 1984 and
1985.
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